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Abstract
Query scheduling plays an important role when systems are faced with limited resources and high
workloads. It becomes even more relevant for servers applying multiple query optimization techniques to
batches of queries, in which portions of datasets as well as intermediate results are maintained in memory
to speed up query evaluation. In this work, we present a dynamic query scheduling model based on a
priority queue implementation using a directed graph and a strategy for ranking queries. We examine
the relative performance of four ranking strategies and compare them against a first-in first-out (FIFO)
scheduling strategy. We describe experimental results on ashared-memory machine using two different
versions of an application, called the Virtual Microscope,for browsing digitized microscopy images.
1 Introduction
Multi-query optimization is becoming increasingly importan in many application domains, such as relational
databases [9, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23], deductive databases [7], decision support systems [27], and data in-
tensive analytical applications (or data analysis applications) [3]. In a collaborative environment, multiple
clients may submit queries to the data server. There may be a large number of overlapping regions of interest
and common processing requirements among the clients. Several optimizations can be applied to speed up
query execution when multi-query workloads are presented to the server. Query scheduling is another com-
mon technique that can be applied in combination with other optimizations such as use of materialized views
(or intermediate results), and data prefetching and caching. The importance of scheduling lies in the fact that
by properly ordering the queries in a parallel environment it is possible to better exploit the database server
and extract larger benefits from its parallel capabilities [16]. Query scheduling techniques have been exten-
sively used to speed up the execution of queries in the face oflimited resources [11]. Nevertheless, the study
of the problem of scheduling multiple query workloads, specifically for highly data intensive visualization
queries, and more generally for data analysis applications, s lacking.
The nature of data analysis applications makes query optimization a challenging problem: Datasets con-
sist of application-specific complex data structures. Oftentimes, a user-defined data structure is used to hold
intermediate results during processing. In addition, queries in the visualization applications we target, as wellThis research was supported by the National Science Foundatio under Grants #ACI-9619020 (UC Subcontract #10152408)
and #ACI-9982087, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratoryunder Grant #B500288 (UC Subcontract #10184497), and the De-
partment of Defense, Advanced Research Projects Agency, USAF, AFMC through Science Applications International Corporation
under Grant #F30602-00-C-0009 (SAIC Subcontract #4400025559).
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as queries in data analysis applications in general, tend tobe expensive in terms of the required processing
power and a I/O bandwidth, because user-defined processing of data is an integral part of a query. For these
reasons, it is not unusual for them to require a long time to supply results. To improve response times and
overall system performance, query optimization and query scheduling are of paramount importance to better
leverage the software infrastructure and the underlying hardw re resources.
In this paper, we develop a model for scheduling multiple queries. The multi-query scheduling model is
based on an implementation of priority queue and dynamic in that we assume queries are submitted to the
server dynamically. The priority queue is implemented using a directed graph to represent the commonalities
and dependencies among queries in the system and a ranking strategy to sort the queries for execution. We
describe four different ranking strategies. We perform an experimental evaluation of the strategies using two
versions of a microscopy visualization application that were deployed in a generic, multithreaded, multiple
query workload aware runtime system [3]. Each of these versions of the application has different CPU and
I/O requirements, creating different application scenarios. We experimentally show how a dynamic query
scheduling model that takes into consideration cached results and data transformation opportunities improves
system performance by lowering the overall query executiontime for a large number of clients submitting
multiple queries.
The scheduling model we propose in this work is somewhat dependent on a multiple query aware mid-
dleware we have designed and implemented to support data analysis pplications [3]. Thus, we present an
architectural overview of our testbed in the next section. In Section 3 we describe the visualization appli-
cation and its two implementations. Section 4 discusses thedynamic query scheduling model and the four
scheduling policies we have developed. In Section 5, we present and discuss the experimental results we have
obtained. Related research is compared to our work in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future extensions
to our current work are given in Section 7.
2 System Architecture
We have implemented the Virtual Microscope application [2]using a generic multiple query aware middle-
ware for data analysis applications. This middleware infrastructure, which consists of a multithreaded query
server engine, was previously described in [3], but we provide a description of the middleware here in order
to help with the presentation of the scheduling model.
Figure 1 (a) illustrates the architecture of our framework,which consists of several service components,
implemented as a C++ class library and a runtime system. The curr nt runtime system supports multithreaded
execution on a shared-memory multiprocessor machine, and hs been tested on both Linux and Solaris ma-
chines.
2.1 Query Server
The query server is implemented as a fixed-size thread pool (typically the number of threads is the number of
processors available in the SMP) that interacts with clients for receiving queries and returning query results.
A client query includes (1) a query type id, and (2) user-defined parameters to the query object implemented
in the system. The user-defined parameters include adataset id for the input dataset,query meta-information1
(e.g., SQL predicate),query window, which describes the data of interest, and anindex id for the index to be
used for finding the data items that are part of a given query.
An application developer can implement one or more query objects for application-specific subsetting
and processing of datasets. When a query object is integrated into the system, it is assigned a uniquequery
1The query predicate meta-information describes which partof the dataset is relevant to satisfy a query, and is domain dependent,
e.g., it can be an n-dimensional bounding box in visualization applications or a boolean expression in relational database queries.
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Figure 1: (a) The system architecture. (b) The query answering mechanism. Once a new queryqj with pred-
icateMj is submitted, the system tries to find a complete or a partial blob that can be used to computeqj .
Once it is found (blobI regionRi, in our example), a data transformation is applied with the us r-defined
projectmethod to compute regionRj . Sub-queries –Sj;1,Sj;2,Sj;3, andSj;4 – are generated to complete
the query processing and produce the answer blobJ .
type id. The implementation of a new query object is done through C++class inheritance and the implemen-
tation of virtual methods. AQuery base class is provided for this purpose. A query object is associated with
(1) anexecutemethod, (2) a query meta-information objectqmi, which stores query information, and (3)
an accumulator objectqbuf, which encapsulates user-defined data structures for storing intermediate results.
A QueryMI base class is provided for implementing new accumulator meta-da a objects. It provides the stubs
for several methods that an application writer is required to customize. Both the query meta-data object and
the accumulator meta-data object are implemented by the applic tion developer by deriving a subclass from
the base classes provided by the system.
Theexecute method implements the user-defined processing of data. In the current design of the
execute method, the application developer is expected to implement(1) index lookup operations, (2) op-
erations for the initialization of intermediate data strucures, and (3) the processing of data retrieved from the
dataset. When a query is received from a client, the query server instantiates the corresponding query object
and spawns aQuery Thread (Figure 1(a)) toexecute the query. Specifically, when the system receives pred-
icate meta-informationM (stored inqmi) for a query, query processing begins. First, the runtime system
searches for cached partial results that can be reused to either completely or partially answer a query. This
lookup operation uses anoverlap operator to test for potential matches. Theoverlap method interface
is defined in theQueryMI class, and is implemented by the application developer so that the user-defined
accumulator meta-data object associated with the query object can be compared with another accumulator
meta-data object for the same query type. Note that the result for one query can also be viewed as an inter-
mediate result for another query. Thus, the meta-data information for an output object is also represented
using an accumulator meta-data object. Aproject method is then called so that the cached result can be
projected, potentially performing a transformation on the cached data, to generate a portion of the output for
the current query. Theproject method interface is also defined in theQueryMI class and has to be im-
plemented by the application developer. Finally, if the current query is only partially answered by cached
results, sub-queries are created to compute the results forthe portions of the query that have not been com-
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puted from cached results. The sub-queries are processed jut like any other query in the system, thereby
allowing more intermediate results to be reused. It is possible that a query may be completely answered by
multiple intermediate results generated from the results cached from previously executed queries.
The transformation of intermediate data structures and values via theproject method is the corner-
stone of our system architecture. First, it is responsible for the identification of reuse possibilities when a
new query is being executed. Second, information about multiple possible overlaps and multiple scheduling
possibilities can be used to process a query batch in a way that better utilizes available system resources.
Since theprojectmethod is application specific, for new queries to be added tothe system the application
developer must write methods by subclassing the infrastructu e core classes. Formally, the following equa-
tions describes thedata transformation modelour system uses in order to explore common subexpression
elimination and partial reuse opportunities:cmp(Mi;Mj) = true or false (1)overlapproject(Mi;Mj) = k; 0 <= k <= 1 (2)IMi project(Mi;Mj ;I)! JMj (3)
Equation 1 describes the comparison functioncmp that returnstrue or false depending on whether inter-
mediate data resultI described by its predicateMi is the same asJ described byMj . Whencmp returns
true, the system has identified a common subexpression elimination opportunity, because queryqj can be
completely answered by returningI.
In some situations, queriesqi andqj , albeit different, have some overlap, which means thatcmp is false,
but partial reuse is still possible. Equation 2 describes thoverlap function that returns a value between 0 and
1 that represents the amount of overlap between intermediate ata resultsI andJ . This overlap is computed
with respect to a data transformation functionproject that needs to be provided by the application developer.
Theproject function, given in Equation 3, takes one intermediate data resultI whose predicate isMi and
projects it overMj (i.e. performs a data transformation) as seen in Figure 1 (b). One additional function also
needs to be implemented:qoutsize(Mi) = z;wherez is the size in bytes of the results for queryqi over predicateMi (4)
Functionqoutsize returns the query output size in terms of the number of bytes ne ded to store the query
results. Currently, this function is only used by the query scheduler. For queries whose predicates only allow
the query server to know how much space is going to be needed byactually executing the query, it is not
feasible to provide the exact amount of space needed to hold te query results beforehand. In these situations,
an estimate of that amount should be returned.
The query server interacts with two system components that deal with the I/O subsystem and the collec-
tion and management of intermediate data blobs: thePage Space Manager (PS) and theData Store Manager
(DS). This interaction is to inquire about available memoryt better schedule the queries and to send hints
for data and page replacement policies.
2.2 Data Store Manager
The data store manager (DS) is responsible for providing dynamic storage space for intermediate data struc-
tures generated as partial or final results for a query. Intermediate data structures present one type of com-
monality among multiple queries, and the middleware can exploit these commonalities to perform opera-
tions analogous to compiler optimizations such as common subexpression elimination and partial redundancy
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elimination [19]. That is, given an intermediate resultI computed by a queryqi, the outputJ for a queryqj may be computed fromI. One trivial case is when more than one query is able to share te xact same
content held by some data structure used by another query. The most important feature of the data store is
that it records semantic information about intermediate daa structures. This allows the use of intermediate
results to answer queries later submitted to the system. A query thread interacts with the data store using a
DataStore object, which provides functions similar to the C language functionmalloc. When a query wants
to allocate space in the data store for an intermediate data structure, the size (in bytes) of the data structure and
the corresponding accumulator meta-data object are passedparameters to themalloc method of the data
store object. The data store manager allocates the buffer space, internally records the pointer to the buffer
space and the associated meta-data object containing a semantic description, and returns the allocated buffer
to the caller.
The data store manager also provides a method calledlookup. This method can be used by the query
server to check if a query can be answered entirely or partially using the intermediate results stored in the
data store as seen in Figure 1(b). Since the data store manager m intains user-defined data structures and can
apply projection operations on those data structure, the projection method should be customized for each
intermediate data structure, especially if some data transformation is required. If no data transformation is
required, by default the projection method is the identity function.
A hash table is used to access accumulator meta-data objectsin the data store manager. The hash table is
accessed using the dataset id of the input dataset. Each entry of the hash table is a linked list of intermediate
data structures allocated for and computed by previous queries. Thelookup method calls theoverlap
method for each accumulator meta-data object in the corresponding linked list, and returns a reference to the
object that has the largest overlap with the query.
2.3 Page Space Manager
The page space manager (PS) controls the allocation and management of buffer space available for input data
in terms of fixed-size pages. All interactions with data sources are done through the page space manager.
Queries access the page space manager through aScan object. This object is instantiated with a data source
object and a list of pages (which can be generated as a result of index lookup operations) to be retrieved from
the data source. The pages retrieved from a data source are cach d in memory. The manager implements
replacement policies that are specified by the query server.The current implementation of the page space
manager uses a hash table for searching pages in the memory cache.
The page space manager also keeps track of I/O requests received from multiple queries so that overlap-
ping I/O requests are reordered and merged, and duplicate requ sts are eliminated, to minimize I/O overhead.
For example, if the system receives a query into a dataset that is already being scanned for another query, the
traversal of the dataset for the second query can bepiggybacked onto the first query in order to avoid travers-
ing the same dataset twice.
2.4 Data Sources
A data source can be any entity used for storing datasets. In the current implementation, data is accessed
in fixed-size pages by the Page Space manager. That is, a dataset is sumed to have been partitioned into
fixed-size pages and stored in a data source. Therefore, the da a source abstraction presents a page-based
storage medium to the runtime system, whereas the actual stor ge can be a file stored on a local disk or a
remote database accessed over a wide-area network. When data is retrieved in chunks (pages) instead of as
individual data items, I/O overhead (e.g., seek time) can bereduced, resulting in higher application level I/O
bandwidth [1]. Using fixed-size pages allows more efficient management of memory space. A base class,
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calledDataSource, is provided by the runtime system so that an application developer can implement sup-
port for multiple physical devices and data storage abstractions, be it a DVD juke-box or relational tables
residing in a DBMS. The base class has virtual methods with semantics similar to the Unix file system (i.e.,
open, read, write, and close methods). This provides a well-defined interface between the runtime system
and the storage medium. An application developer can implement a DataSource object with application-
or hardware-specific optimizations. For instance, if thereare multiple disks attached to a host machine, a
declustering algorithm can be implemented in a DataSource object so that the data pages stored through that
object are distributed across multiple disks. As a result, high I/O bandwidth can be achieved when data is
retrieved to evaluate a query. We have implemented two data source subclasses, one for the Unix file system
and a second to overcome the 2GB file size limitation in the Linux ext2 file system.
2.5 Index Manager
The index manager provides indexing support for the datasets. A query thread interacts with the index man-
ager to access indexing data structures and search for data that intersect with the query. In our current pro-
totype, index lookups produce the list of pages from a data source that are necessary to answer a query.
The integration of spatial indexing mechanisms such as R-Trees [13] and R*-Trees [4], or any other spe-
cialized indexing mechanism, is achieved by derivation from base classes defined in our core infrastructure.
3 Analysis of Microscopy Data with The Virtual Microscope
Before we describe the multi-query scheduling model, we present the implementation of a microscopy vi-
sualization application using our middleware. The VirtualMicroscope (VM) application [2] implements a
realistic digital emulation of a high power light microscope. Figure 2(a) displays the VM client GUI. VM can
not only emulate the behavior of a physical microscope, including continuously moving the stage and chang-
ing magnification, but also provides functionality that is impossible to achieve with a physical microscope.
One example of additional functionality is in a teaching environment, where an entire class of students can
access and individually manipulate the same slide at the samtime, searching for a particular feature in the
slide. In that case, the data server may have to process multiple queries simultaneously. Thus it becomes
important to efficiently cache intermediate and final results in memory and schedule client queries so as to
better use the cached results and better explore data transfo mation opportunities.
The raw input data for VM can be captured by digitally scanning collections of full microscope slides.
Each digitized slide is stored on disk at the highest magnificat on level and can contain multiple focal planes.
The size of a slide with a single focal plane can be up to several gig bytes, uncompressed. In order to achieve
high I/O bandwidth during data retrieval, each focal plane in a slide is regularly partitioned into data chunks,
each of which is a rectangular subregion of the 2D image. Eachpixel in a chunk is associated with a coordi-
nate (in x- and y-dimensions) in the entire image. As a result, each data chunk is associated with a minimum
bounding rectangle (MBR), which encompasses coordinates of all the pixels in the chunk. An index is cre-
ated using the MBR of each chunk. Since the image is regularlyp titioned into rectangular regions, a simple
lookup table consisting of a 2-dimensional array serves as an index. During query processing, the chunks that
intersect the query region, which is a two-dimensional rectangle within the input image, are retrieved from
disk. Each retrieved chunk is first clipped to the query window. Each clipped chunk is then processed to
compute the output image at the desired magnification. We havimplemented two functions to process the
high resolution clipped chunks to produce lower resolutionimages, each of which results in a different ver-
sion of VM. The first function employs a simple subsampling operation, and the second one implements an
averaging operation over a window. For a magnification levelof N given in a query, the subsampling func-












Figure 2: (a) The Virtual Microscope client. (b) Operationsto compute images at lower magnification levels
from a higher resolution image. Figure (b-i) illustrates the subsampling operation. Figure (b-ii) shows the
pixel averaging operation, in which the functionf(pixels) computes the mean for a given number of pixels
from an image at higher resolution.
dimensions. The averaging function, on the other hand, computes the value of an output pixel by averag-
ing the values ofN  N pixels in the input image. Theaveraging function can be viewed as an imaging
processing algorithm in the sense that it has to aggregate several input pixels in order to compute an output
pixel. Algorithms such as image enhancement and automatic feature extraction would have similar relative
computing and I/O requirements, and thus we argue that the exp rimental results obtained in this work pro-
vide insight into how other similar image processing algorithms would perform on our system. Figure 2(b)
illustrates the application of the two functions. The resulting image blocks are directly sent to the client. The
client assembles and displays the image blocks to form the query output.
The implementation of VM using the runtime system describedn this paper is done by sub-classing two
of the base classes provided by the middleware,Query andQueryMI. We have added two query classes to
the runtime system – one for each of the processing functions. The output image generated by a query is
also available as an intermediate result and is stored in thedata store manager so that it can be used by other
queries. The magnification level, the processing function,and the bounding box of the output image in the
entire dataset are stored as meta-data. Anoverlap function was implemented to intersect two regions and
return an overlap index, which is computed asoverlap index = IAOA  ISOS (5)
In this equation,IA is the area of intersection between the intermediate resultin the data store and the query
region,OA is the area of the query region,IS is the zooming factor used for generating the intermediate
result, andOS is the zooming factor specified by the current query.OS should be a multiple ofIS so that the

















Figure 3: (a) Sample queries over two parts of a sample dataset with different magnification levels. (b) The
correspondent scheduling graph. Nodeq1 is associated with 2-tuple< r1; s1 >, wherer1 is the node rank,
ands1 is its state. Edge1;2 connectsq1 to q2 and it means thatq1 can be used to answerq2 since there is
spatial overlap betweenq1 andq2’s MBR in the sample query diagram. The edge weightw1;2 shows how
much reuse will be achieved in terms of bytes (overlap(q1; q2) qoutsize(q1)) if q2 is computed afterq1’s
results are available and are reused. If a query does not haveany dges to or from the other nodes, that
means that the query does not share any commonalities with other queries, either because its predicate does
not overlap with other query predicates or because it operates on another dataset. See, for example,q5.
4 Dynamic Query Scheduling Model
The query scheduling model presented in this paper assumes the data server is dynamically receiving queries.
This dynamic nature of requests creates a need to evaluate the current state of the server system before a new
query is slated for execution.
Our approach to the multiple query scheduling problem is based on the use of a priority queue. The
priority queue is implemented as a directed graph,G(V;E), whereV denotes the set of vertices andE is the
set of edges, along with a set of strategies for ranking queries waiting for execution. The graph, referred to
as thequery scheduling graph, describes the dependencies and reuse possibilities amongqueries because of
potentially full or partial overlap as is seen in Figure 3. Each vertex represents a query that is waiting to be
computed, is being computed, or was recently computed and its results are cached. A directed edge in the
graph connectingqi to qj , ei;j , means that the results ofqj can be computed based on the results ofqi. In
some situations a transformation may exist in only one direction due to the nature of the data transformation,
i.e., the data transformation function is not invertible. In that case, the two nodes are connected in only one
direction (e.g.,e2;4 in Figure 3 (b)). Associated with eachei;j is a weightwi;j , which gives a quantitative
measure of how much ofqi can be used to answerqj through some transformation function2. The weight is
computed as the value ofverlap(qi; qj)qoutsize(qi), which is a measure of the number of bytes that can
2Currently, the system stores the weight for a single type of transformation function, namely the best one available.
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be reused.
Associated with each nodeqi 2 V there is a 2-tuple< ri; si >, whereri andsi are the current rank
and the state ofqi, respectively. A query can be in one of the following statesWAITING, EXECUTING,
CACHED, orSWAPPED OUT. The rank is used to decide when a query in theWAITING state is going to be
executed, so that when adequeue operation is invoked on the priority queue the query node with the highest
rank is scheduled for execution.
This scheduling model is dynamic in the sense that new queries can be inserted as they are received from
clients. A new query triggers (1) the instantiation of a new nodeqj in the query scheduling graph, (2) the
addition of edges to all nodesqk that have some overlap withqj by adding edgesek;j andej;k (we refer to
these nodes as “neighbor nodes”), and (3) the computation ofrj . Also, all theqk nodes have theirrk updated,
because the new query will potentially affect those nodes interms of reuse opportunities. The state of a new
node is set toWAITING. Once a queryqi has been scheduled, itssi is updated toEXECUTING, and once it
has finished, its state is updated toCACHED, meaning that its results are available for reuse. If the system
needs to reclaim memory, the state of the queryqi may be switched toSWAPPED OUT, meaning that its re-
sults are no longer available for reuse. At that point the scheduler removes the nodeqi and all edges whose
source or destination isqi from the query scheduling graph. This morphological transformation triggers a
re-computation of the ranks of the nodes which were previously neighbors withqi. Therefore the up-to-date
state of the system is reflected to the query server. The ranking of nodes can be viewed as a topological sort
operation. Updates to the query scheduling graph and topological sort are done in an incremental fashion to
avoid performance degradation because of the cost of running the scheduling algorithm.
A dynamic scheduling model, as opposed to a static one, is preferable for the class of applications we
target because it is not knowna priori when the queries will arrive to the system, which parts of thedatasets
will be required, and what kinds of computations will be required. There is no beforehand knowledge the
system could use to base static decisions upon. Hence, the dynamic scheduling model is likely to result in
better performance than scheduling algorithms that perform updates only when new queries arrive at the sys-
tem [24].
The primary objective of our multi-query scheduling model is to minimize the response time of the each
query submitted to the system. We define theresponse time of a query as the sum of the waiting time in the
queue and the query execution time. A secondary objective isto decrease the overall execution time for all the
queries as a batch (i.e. system throughput). Associated with both goals is the objective of making better use
of cached data and the data transformation model, to preventreissuing I/O operations or recomputing results
from input data by effectively ranking and sorting queries for execution. In this work, we have developed
and examined five different ranking strategies:
1. First in First out (FIFO). Queries are served in the order they arrive at the system.
2. Most Useful First (MUF). The nodes in theWAITING state in the query scheduling graph are ranked
according to a measure of how much other nodes depend on a given node, in terms ofoverlap qoutsize. The intuition behind this policy is that it quantifies how many queries are going to bene-
fit if we run queryqi first. Formally the rank for each node inWAITING state is computed as follows:ri = X8kj9ei;k^sk=waitingwi;k
3. Farthest First (FF). The nodes are ranked based on a measure of how much a node depends u o
another node in terms ofoverlap  qoutsize. Whenqi depends onqj , and if qi gets scheduled for
execution whileqj is executing, the computation ofqi will stall until qj finishes and its results can be
used to generate a portion of the result forqi. Although this behavior is correct and efficient in the
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sense that I/O is not duplicated, it wastes CPU resources becaus other queries that do not overlap
eitherqi or qj cannot be executed because of the limited number of threads in the query server thread
pool. Therefore, farthest first rank gives an idea of how probable a query is to block because it depends
on a result that is either being computed or is still waiting to be computed. The rank is computed as
follows: ri =   X8kj9ek;i^(sk=waiting_sk=executing)wk;i
The higher the rank for a node is, the greater its chance of being executed next. Therefore, the negative
sign in the equation above makes nodes with higher dependences have smaller ranks.
4. Closest First (CF).The nodes are ranked using a measure of how many of the nodes a qu ry depends
upon have already executed (and whose results are thereforeCACHED) or are currently being executed.
The rankri is computed as:ri = X8j j9ej;i^sj=cached)wj;i + X8kj9ek;i^sk=executing) wk;i;where0 <  < 1 is a factor that can be hand-tuned in a way to give more or less wight to dependencies that rely on
intermediate results still being computed. The fact that a query qk is still executing may causeqi to
block until qk has finished, in which caseqi sits idle wasting CPU resources while it waits forqk to
finish. The intuition behind this policy is that scheduling queries that are “close” has the potential to
improve locality, making caching more beneficial.
5. Closest and Non-Blocking First (CNBF).Nodes are ranked by a measure of how many of the nodes
that a query depends upon have been or are being executed. We deduct the weight for the nodes being
executed, because we would like to decrease the chances of having little overlap due to the system
deadlock avoidance algorithm3, and minimize waiting time because of the query having to block until
the availability of a needed data blob that is still being computed. On the other hand, it also includes
the nodes that have already been executed and are going to be useful to improve locality. The rank is
computed as follows:ri = X8kj9ek;i^sk=cached)wk;i   X8jj9ej;i^sj=executing)wj;i
The intuition is the same as that for CF, but CNBF attempts to prevent interlock situations.
The scheduling algorithms are inherently different in thateach of them focuses on a different goal. FIFO
targets fairness; queries are scheduled in the order they arrive. The goal of MUF is to schedule queries earlier
that are going to be the most beneficial for other waiting queries. The objective of FF is to avoid scheduling
3An example of a possible deadlock is the following situation: queryqi will reuse results from queryqj, queriesqi;1 andqi;2 are
issued to cover the region not overlapped byqj . While those queries are being issued, another queryqk arrives in the system and
detects overlap withqi;1 (which is not finished yet – soqk has to wait for it to finish), and spawns queryqk;1 to cover the remaining
region. At this point, queryqi;2 is scheduled and detects ana overlap withqk;1 (which is also not complete). The result is thatqi is waiting forqk to finish and vice-versa, a textbook deadlock situation. Thedeadlock avoidance algorithm maintains a graph
whose nodes are the query thread ids, and vertices arewaiting on relationships. Every time an incoming query tries to find possible
overlaps, it checks if adding another vertex to the graph will create a cycle, and therefore, a deadlock situation. If that is true, the
reuse is ignored.
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Figure 4: The relative performance improvements for thesubsampling andaveraging implementations of the
Virtual Microscope queries using FIFO scheduling. The timefor each one is normalized to the 16M/32M/off
configuration. In thexx=yy=onjoff notation, the first number is the amount of memory allocated to the Page
Space Manager, the second number is the memory available to th Data Store Manager, andon — off denotes
whether the data transformation model and reuse of cached results are enabled or not.
queries that are mutually dependent and have one of them waitfor the other to complete, and hence not pro-
ductively use system resources. CF and CNBF are similar, butCF aims to achieve higher locality to make
better use of cached (or soon to be cached) results, while CNBF tries to improve locality without paying the
price of having to wait for dependencies to be satisfied.
5 Experimental Results
We have performed an experimental evaluation of the scheduling strategies using the VM application on an
8-processor SMP machine, running version 2.4.3 of the Linuxkernel. Each processor is a 550MHz Pentium
III and the machine has 4GB of main memory. For the experiments, we have employed three datasets, each of
which is an image of size 30000x30000 3-byte pixels, requiring a total of 7.5GB storage space. Each dataset
was partitioned into 64KB pages, each representing a squareregion in the entire image, and stored on the
local disk attached to the SMP machine. We have emulated 16 concurrent clients. Each client generated a
workload of 16 queries, producing 1024x1024 RGB images (3MBin size) at various magnification levels.
Output images were maintained in the Data Storage manager asintermediate results for possible reuse by
new queries. Out of the 16 clients, 8 clients issued queries to the first dataset, 6 clients submitted queries to
the second dataset, and 2 clients issued queries to the thirddataset.
We have used the driver program described in [5] to emulate the be avior of multiple simultaneous clients.
The implementation of the driver is based on a workload modelthat was statistically generated from traces
collected from experienced VM users. Interesting regions in a slide are modeled as points, and provided as
an input file to the driver program. When a user pansnear an interesting region, there is a high probability
a request will be generated. The driver adds noise to requests to avoid multiple clients asking for the same
region. In addition, the driver avoids having all the clients scan the slide in the same manner. The slide is
swept through in either an up-down fashion or a left-right fashion as observed from real users. We have cho-
sen to use the driver for two reasons. First, extensive real user traces are very difficult to acquire. Second,
the emulator allowed us to create different scenarios and vary the workload behavior (both the number of
clients and the number of queries) in a controlled way. In allof the experiments, the emulated clients were
11
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Figure 5: Running the subsampling ((a) and (b)) and the pixelav raging ((c) and (d)) versions of the Virtual
Microscope with 64MB allocated to the Data Store Manager. (a) and (c) show the average query wait and
execution time for different numbers of simultaneously running query threads for the 5 different policies. (b)
and (d) show the average overlap seen by the queries for the different configurations.
executed simultaneously on a cluster of PCs connected to theSMP machine via 100Mbit Ethernet. Each
client submitted its queries independently from the other cli nts, but waited for the completion of a query
before submitting another one.
We present experimental results for the two implementations of VM. These implementations exhibit dif-
ferent application characteristics, making it possible toxamine how applications with different relative CPU
and I/O requirements perform when multiple query optimization is applied. The first implementation – with
the subsampling function – is I/O intensive. The CPU time to I/O time ratio is between 0.04 and 0.06 (e.g.,
for each 100 seconds, roughly between 4 and 6 seconds are spent on computation, and between 94 and 96
seconds are spent doing I/O). The second implementation – with the averaging function – is more balanced,
with the CPU and I/O time ratio near 1:1. A query result using the first implementation is usually computed
in approximately half the time for the same query using the second implementation.
Figure 4 shows the performance benefits of using cached results and the data transformation model im-
plemented in our infrastructure. In these experiments, theFIFO ranking strategy was employed and up to 4
query threads were allowed to concurrently execute in the system. The query execution time is reduced by
12











































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6: The density distributions of query response time for the subsampling version ((a) and (b)) and
the pixel averaging version ((c) and (d)) with 64MB allocated o the Data Store Manager. The Y-axis is the
percentage of queries that complete in a given time period, and the X-axis shows the buckets for time ranges.
In (a) and (c) up to 2 simultaneous queries were allowed to execute simultaneously. In (b) and (d) up to 4
simultaneous queries run concurrently.
up to 30% for the version of VM with the subsampling function,a d up to 73% for VM with the averaging
function.
In the next set of experiments we examine the impact on performance of different ranking strategies (see
Section 4)– for the CF strategy, was fixed at 0.2. In the experiments, the sizes of memory allocated for the
Page Space and Data Store managers were 16MB and 64MB, respectively. We varied the maximum number
of query threads allowed to execute in the system from 2 to 16.Note that when up to 16 query threads are
allowed in the system, more than one query may be assigned to aprocessor since there are only 8 processors
on the SMP machine, and the synchronization costs due to additional threads may rise without adding any
computational power.
Figure 5 shows the average query response time and the average overlap achieved by different ranking
strategies. The query response time is the sum of waiting time in the queue and the execution time of the
query and is shown asQuery Wait and Execution time in the figures. As is seen from the figure, when other
policies besides FIFO are employed, we see reductions up to 32% in average response time for the subsam-
13
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Figure 7: The 90%-trimmed mean for the query execution time show how each query scheduling policy
scales when more processors (i. e. more queries) are activated at he same time. When 16 processors are
available, no gain is observed for any scheduling policy. (a) The subsampling version. (b) The pixel averag-
ing version of VM.
pling version of VM, and up to 30% with the averaging implementation of VM. One interesting result shown
in the figure is that policies FF and especially CF induce the highest average overlap during query process-
ing, but that does not get translated into lower execution times. In most of the experimental configurations,
MUF is the policy with the lowest average individual query wait and execution time. This apparent contra-
diction occurs because much of the cost of retrieving more pag s from the data source is hidden by the Page
Space manager. In cases where I/O cost is high, CF and FF definitely perform better. CNBF shows its best
performance when up to 16 simultaneous queries are allowed into the system, although it is only marginally
better than the other policies. Its superiority in those cass i because CBNF tries to schedule non-interlocking
queries. In a situation where blocking is highly probable duto the number of possible simultaneous queries,
this provides the best performance.
The performance benefits of query scheduling in terms ofaverage query response time are somewhat
misleading, because a large number of queries will see an improvement much higher than the average. Fig-
ure 6 displays the distribution of query response times for the different query scheduling strategies. The
response time for most of the queries scheduled using the MUF, FF, CF, and CNBF ranking strategies are
to the left of the spike for the FIFO strategy, meaning that the bulk of the queries execute faster with other
strategies than with FIFO. Figure 7 shows that when we plot the 90%-trimmed mean for the query execution
time4, for almost all configurations all four ranking strategies are better than FIFO. In particular, the MUF
policy gives improvements up to 45% for the subsampling imple entation and up to 44% for the averaging
implementation of VM. The improvements are inversely proportional to the maximum number of queries
running concurrently. However, scheduling almost always provides some performance benefits. All of the
ranking strategies behave poorly when up to 16 query threadsare enabled. That is because the system is not
completely scalable, and for that many threads the I/O subsystem cannot keep up with the amount of requests
it receives. The averaging implementation of VM displays better scalability with respect to the number of
query threads because it is more balanced in terms of CPU and I/O usage, therefore adding more processing
power benefits that implementation more.
4A trimmed mean is calculated by discarding a certain percentage of the lowest and the highest samples and then computing the
mean of the remaining ones. For example, a 90%-trimmed mean is computed by discarding the lower and higher 5% of the scores
and taking the mean of the remaining scores [17].
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Figure 8: Average overlap increases when more memory is added to the Data Store Manager. (a) The sub-
sampling implementation. (b) The pixel averaging implementation.
Figure 8 shows the relative performance of the ranking strategies when the size of memory allocated to the
Data Store manager is varied. In these experiments, we allocated 32MB, 64MB, 128MB, or 256MB for the
Data Store manager. Since each query takes up to 3MB, with 32MB allocated for the Data Store manager,
up to 10 queries have enough space to be computed at the same time, assuming that nothing is stored in
cache. Therefore, the 32MB configuration displays memory contention because too little space is available
for caching. As is seen from the figure, all the policies are positively affected by the addition of more memory
to the Data Store Manager, as expected. More memory means that more partial results can be saved and
leveraged to answer new incoming queries. This is reflected in two metrics we have collected: the average
overlap and the query response time. The charts in Figure 8 also show an interesting result. Although in most
of the configurations we have studied MUF is the policy that yields the best performance, CF is the policy
yielding the highest overlap, especially for the subsampling version of VM. The more overlap a query sees,
the less I/O it incurs. Hence, if I/O is expensive, CF will likely provide the lowest query wait and execution
time. We have recently ported the query execution engine to the Solaris operating system. Figure 9 shows the
90%-trimmed mean for query execution time on a 24-processorSolaris SunFire SMP machine. In Solaris,
the operating system file cache can be completely turned off,and no I/O amortization happens other than that
caused by the Page Space Manager. In this case, scheduling the queries with the CF policy results in the best
performance.
6 Related Work
The query optimization and scheduling problem has been extesiv ly investigated in past surveys [8, 11]. The
work of Mehta et al. [18] is one of the first that has tackled theproblem of scheduling queries in a parallel
database by considering batches of queries, as opposed to one query at a time. The authors propose algorithms
to explore common operations being executed in the context of a batch. They target sharing data structures
for joins and selects, and the goal of their scheduling algorithms is to find the global schedule for all queries
that minimizes the total execution time of a given batch.
Traditionally, multiple query optimization techniques rely on caching common subexpressions [22].
Cache space is limited by nature, and it is very well possiblethat the space available will not be enough
15
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Figure 9: The 90%-trimmed mean for the query execution time on a 24-processor SunFire, showing results
for each query scheduling policy with no operating system level file caching, for the subsampling implemen-
tation of VM.
to store all the common subexpressions detected. Carefullyscheduling queries plays an important role, be-
cause one could craft the query execution order in a way to beter xploit expressions that have been already
cached. Gupta et al. [12] present an approach that tackles this problem in the context of decision support
queries. Although our objectives have some similarities totheirs, we deal with a different domain of queries
and a different database architecture. Sinha and Chase [24]present some heuristics to minimize the flow
time of queries and to exploit interquery locality for largedistributed systems. Their motivating application
is the Nile application, which is a particle collision simulation. The objective of their heuristic is mainly to
decide which parts of the dataset should be present in the local ca he of each of the processing nodes of the
distributed environment. That work is similar to ours in that they tackle data intensive analysis applications,
as does our infrastructure. On the other hand, in that work only input data fetching reorder is employed as
an optimization, as opposed to the data transformations that are allowed in our runtime system. Waas and
Kersten [26] present scheduling techniques for multiple qury workloads generated by web-based requests.
Although in a different domain, this work has similarities to our work in two ways. First, it deals with datasets
that are mostly read-only. Second, their scheduling algorithm, instead of trying to model system parameters,
attempts to leverage data that is currently cached based on ametric that determines the distance between those
data and what a waiting query needs. That approach is similarto what we model in our scheduling graph.
Incorporating low level information (e.g., resource availab ity) into query scheduling models usually
makes the computation of the next query to be executed more expensive due to the increased complexity of
the scheduling model. Several researchers have targeted this problem using simulation models. Bouganim
et al. [6] target query scheduling in a data integration system in order to cope with irregular data delivery
rate from multiple sources, as well as to deal with varying computing and I/O resources. Although their
focus is different than ours, it shows possible ways of incorporating low level requirements in terms of avail-
able memory in our scheduling algorithms. Garofalakis and Ioannidis [10] present a model to handle query
scheduling on hierarchical parallel systems. This work is interesting in that it is one of the first that we are
aware of that handles the complexities of modeling the multidimensional aspect of the multiple resources
needed to compute relational queries.
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7 Conclusions
We have developed a model for scheduling multiple queries indata analysis applications. Our results show
that efficient scheduling of multiple queries is important to increase the performance of the server and de-
crease query response time. We have experimentally evaluated four different strategies against the FIFO
policy using an application for visualizing digitized microscopy images. The experimental results obtained
for two different versions of the application, which exhibit different computation to I/O ratios, show that all
of the four strategies perform better than FIFO. Some of themare able to achieve substantial performance
increases, specially in situations in which resources are scarce to the requirements of the queries.
We plan to extend this work on three fronts: (1) additional visualization applications (e.g., scientific vi-
sualization of 3-dimensional datasets) and other data analysis applications, (2) development of the capability
for self-tuning, and (3) the incorporation of low level metrics into our query scheduling model. New visual-
ization applications will allow more extensive evaluationof the middleware, both for performance improve-
ments and for the suitability of the query scheduling policies to application-specific characteristics. We plan
to look into extensions for self-tuning at the query server so that the server can change its scheduling decisions
automatically based on the query workload and the availability of processing, I/O, and network bandwidth
resources. Finally, adding low-level metrics to the scheduling model can enable the server to better control
resource usage and avoid thrashing, as we have seen experimentally in situations when more queries than the
number of processors available in the system are admitted for processing. This capability can help achieve
better speedups when the underlying hardware resource availability scales at different rates for different re-
source, such as I/O, CPU, and communication bandwidth. Our experimental platforms, for example, allow
for the addition of more CPU power, but the interprocessor communication network as well as the I/O sub-
system have limited bandwidth. Hence, in this work, while thcomputational part of the queries scaled well,
the same did not apply for the I/O part. As was seen in the performance results, admitting more queries for
execution imposed can impose too high a load on available I/Oresources, contributing to an overall degra-
dation in system performance. Techniques analogous totraffic shaping [25], employed in communication
networks to avoid worsening congestion problems, should beutilized for all resources.
To tackle these issues, we plan to work on more complex scheduling techniques as well as on the adap-
tation of our generic middleware to clusters of SMP nodes, inuch a way that more resources can be applied
to the applications in order to support larger workloads.
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